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A sound presented in close temporal proximity to a visual stimulus can alter the perceived temporal dimensions of the visual stimulus (temporal ventriloquism). In this article, the authors demonstrate temporal ventriloquism in the flash-lag effect (FLE), a visual illusion in which a flash appears to lag relative to a moving object. In Experiment 1, the magnitude and the variability of the FLE were reduced, relative to a silent condition, when a noise burst was synchronized with the flash. In Experiment 2, the sound was presented before, at, or after the flash (∆t = 100 ms), and the size of the FLE varied linearly with the delay of the sound. These findings demonstrate that an isolated sound can sharpen the temporal boundaries of a flash and attract its temporal occurrence.

Time is a special dimension of the environment in that there are no specific sense organs for its perception. Yet time can be appreciated in vision, hearing, and touch. Despite the multimodal nature of time, however, it has been claimed that audition is relatively specialized for temporal processing, whereas vision is specialized for spatial processing (e.g., Kubovy, 1988; Welch & Warren, 1980). Empirical evidence for this claim comes mainly from studies comparing sensitivities between modalities and from studies showing dominance of one modality over the other when temporal or spatial information are in conflict.

Concerning visual dominance, numerous studies have indeed shown that vision has a strong impact on spatial information processing in audition. This impact is most clearly demonstrated in the spatial ventriloquist effect, in which the apparent location of a sound is shifted in the direction of a spatially discordant visual stimulus with which the sound is associated (for reviews, see Bertelson, 1999; Vroomen & de Gelder, in press). The spatial ventriloquist effect is a very robust phenomenon: It can be observed even when participants are explicitly trained to ignore the visual distractor (Vroomen, Bertelson, & de Gelder, 1998); when cognitive strategies of the participant can be excluded (Bertelson, 1999; Vroomen, 2002); when the visual distractor is not attended, either endogenously (Bertelson, Vroomen, de Gelder, & Driver, 2000) or exogenously (Vroomen, Bertelson, & de Gelder, 2001); and even when the visual distractor itself remains unnoticed, as is the case when the visual distractor is presented in the affected visual field of hemineglect patients (Bertelson, Pavani, Ladavas, Vroomen, & de Gelder, 2000).

Audition affecting vision in the temporal dimension (i.e., temporal ventriloquism), however, has been much less investigated, and results are less consistent. The best-known example of temporal ventriloquism (also known as auditory dominance) is that of flutter driving flicker (Gebhard & Mowbray, 1959; Welch, Dut-
used sequences of audiovisual stimuli presented at a certain rate, rather than a single sound and a single flash presented in isolation. Compared with a single sound, sound sequences possess a unique temporal feature, namely interonset time, which is at the basis of rhythm. For this reason, it is unclear whether temporal ventriloquism relies on the rhythmic properties of a sound sequence rather than the temporal relation between an isolated sound and light. At this point, it is therefore unclear whether one can observe a temporal ventriloquist effect when a sound and a flash are presented in isolation.

In the present study, we avoided this potential confound of rhythm by presenting a single sound and a single flash. To obtain a measure of the perceived timing of the flash, we used the visual flash-lag effect (FLE). The standard FLE is a robust visual illusion wherein a flash and a moving object that are presented in the same location are perceived to be displaced from one another. When the flash and the moving stimulus are physically aligned, observers typically report the flash as lagging behind the moving stimulus. The FLE is not confined to vision, however; a motor (Nijhawan & Kirschfeld, 2003) and an auditory FLE (Alais & Burr, 2003) have also been observed. The effect has prompted a variety of explanations, including ones based on motion extrapolation (Nijhawan, 1994), differential latency (Whitney, Murakami, & Cavanagh, 2000), attention (Baldo & Klein, 1995), postdiction (Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000), and temporal integration (Krekelberg & Lappe, 2000; for reviews, see Krekelberg & Lappe, 2001; Nijhawan, 2002; Whitney, 2002).

In this study, we explored whether a sound that accompanied a flash would alter the visual FLE. In Experiment 1, we compared the FLE when there was no sound with a condition in which a sound was presented at the same time as the flash. Here, we expected that a synchronized sound would sharpen the temporal boundaries of the flash. In Experiment 2, we presented the sound at various delays before, at, and after the flash to explore whether a sound would alter the FLE in such a way that the sound appeared to attract the temporal occurrence of the flash.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we tested whether a sound that was presented in synchrony with a flash had an effect on the FLE. On each trial, participants judged the position of a flash that was presented at various timings relative to a moving bar. The flash was either accompanied by a simultaneously presented sound or presented without the sound. If the accompanying sound indeed captures the occurrence of the flash, one would expect the sound to serve as a temporal anchor for judgments of when the flash occurred. We therefore expected the categorization function of the flash with sound to be less variable than the one of the flash without sound.

Method

Participants. A total of 10 participants, all first-year psychology students from Tilburg University, Tilburg, the Netherlands, took part in the experiment. They all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. All were unaware of the purpose of the experiment.

Stimuli and design. All visual stimuli were displayed on a color monitor (17-in. [43.18-cm] VGA with a frame rate of 60 Hz) controlled by an IBM-type personal computer. A black fixation cross was visible against a gray background throughout the session. At the beginning of each trial, a black bar (1.33° × 0.28°) appeared randomly at either the left or to the right side of the screen. The center of the bar was initially placed 3.05° above and 6.74° to the left or the right of the fixation cross. Immediately after its appearance, the bar moved laterally toward the opposite side of the screen (see Figure 1), reaching it in 1.34 s. The frame-to-frame spatial offset was 0.16°, which resulted in a smooth and constant speed of 9.98°/s. A small white disk was flashed 3.05° above the fixation cross for one video frame (~16.7 ms). The diameter of the disk was 0.28°, which was equal to the thickness of the bar. The disk was flashed at various timings (~4, −3, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 refresh cycles of the video, or from −66.7 ms to 66.7 ms) relative to the time the bar crossed the center of the screen so that it appeared at various positions relative to the bar. The sound, if present, was delivered through two loudspeakers placed next to the computer screen. The sound was a 16.7-ms white-noise burst played at 72 dB (with a 3.0-ms fade-in and fade-out) that was synchronized to the flash. To measure any timing errors between the sound and the flash, we connected both the input to the speaker and a diode on the screen at the position of the flash to a digital scope. No timing errors exceeding 1 ms were detected between sound and flash.

Participants viewed the monitor screen binocularly from a distance of 60 cm, with their heads positioned by a chin cup. Throughout a trial, they fixated the black fixation cross. After viewing the stimulus sequence, they reported where the flash had appeared relative to the bar by pressing an appropriate key (an unspeeded, two-alternative forced-choice task). If they perceived the flash directly on top of the bar, they were to make an arbitrary choice. The next trial began 1 s after the response.

For each of the nine different timings of the flash and two sound conditions (sound present or absent), we repeated 20 trials randomly, using the method of constant stimuli. The whole experiment thus consisted of 360 trials (lasting ~15 min). A practice block of 36 trials was given before testing started.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the proportion of lag responses as a function of the timing of the flash, separately for when the sound was present and when it was absent. When the flash was on the bar, it was perceived most of the time as lagging (i.e., the basic FLE). More
several other studies that have shown that a sound can enhance processing of a visual stimulus. For example, we have shown that an abrupt sound can increase, at a perceptual level, the brightness of a briefly flashed visual stimulus with which it is synchronized (the freezing phenomenon; Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000). Moreover, a sound can speed up processing of a visual stimulus via a spatial attention mechanism, as is shown in the line-motion illusion (Shimojo, Miyachi, & Hikosaka, 1997). Hence, we attribute the decrease in the FLE to a processing enhancement of the flash by the sound.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we introduced various relatively small delays between the onset of the flash and the sound (± 100 ms). If the sound indeed attracts the temporal occurrence of the flash, one would expect that a sound presented before the flash should reduce the FLE, whereas a sound presented after the flash should increase the FLE.

Method

Participants. A total of 16 new participants, whose general characteristics were the same as those in Experiment 1, took part in this experiment.

Stimuli and design. The stimuli and design were as in Experiment 1, except that on each trial a sound was presented the timing of which, relative to the flash, varied randomly between −6 and 6 refresh cycles of the video in steps of 2 (i.e., −100.0 ms, −66.0 ms, −33.0 ms, 0 ms, −33.0 ms, −66.0 ms, and −100.0 ms; negative values indicate that the sound was presented first). For each of the nine different timings of the flash and seven delays of the sound, we repeated 12 trials. The whole experiment thus consisted of 756 trials (lasting ~40 min, including a short break).

Results

Figure 3 shows the proportion of lag responses as a function of the timing of the flash for each of the seven delays of the sound. For clarity, Figure 4 shows the shift of the boundary as a function of the auditory delay. As predicted, sounds presented before the flash decreased the FLE, and sounds presented after the flash increased the FLE. The boundaries and slopes for each of the seven categorization functions were estimated as in Experiment 1. There were no differences between the slopes (Fs < 1), which is as expected, because a sound was present in all conditions. However, in an analysis of variance on the boundaries, there was a highly significant effect of the timing of the sound, F(6, 90) = 8.87, p < .0001. The average boundaries when sounds were presented at −100.0 ms, −66.0 ms, −33.0 ms, 0 ms, −33.0 ms, −66.0 ms, and −100.0 ms were 0.22° (or 22.6 ms), 0.23° (or 23.4 ms), 0.26° (or 26.4 ms), 0.27° (or 27.2 ms), 0.29° (or 29.6 ms), 0.29° (or 29.3 ms), and 0.31° (or 33.7 ms), respectively. Separate t tests comparing the synchronized sound condition (delay = 0 ms) with the other conditions showed that sounds played −66.0 ms or more before the flash decreased the magnitude of the FLE—t(15) = −2.75, p < .008; t(15) = −3.15, p < .004; and t(15) = −0.56, p = .29, for sounds played at −100.0 ms, −66.0 ms, and −33.0 ms, respectively—whereas sounds played at −100.0 ms after the flash increased the FLE—t(15) = 1.74, p = .06; t(15) = 1.32, p = .10; and t(15) = 2.81, p < .007, for sounds played at −33.0 ms, −66.0 ms, and −100.0 ms, respectively.

Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1: The proportion of lag responses as a function of the timing of the visual stimulus. The horizontal axis shows the time that the flash was presented relative to when the bar crossed the center. Time 0 depicts when flash and bar were presented at the same position. The 50% point (dotted line) on the vertical axis is estimated to measure the size of the flash-lag effect (FLE). The steepness of the categorization function at that position is a measure of the variability. The variability and the magnitude of the FLE were smaller when a sound was present. Error bars represent mean square errors.
When the sum of squares was partitioned into linear, quadratic, and higher order components, there was a significant linear component, $F(1, 15) = 20.88, p < .0001$, but no quadratic or higher order components. The effect of the audiovisual temporal misalignment was, within the time window of approximately 100.0 ms, approximately linear ($\approx 5.2\%$).

**General Discussion**

The present study clearly shows that a single sound presented in close temporal proximity to a flash attracts the temporal dimensions of the flash. The results can be summarized as follows: When a sound was presented in synchrony with a flash, it sharpened the temporal boundaries of the flash and made the flash appear earlier ($\approx 5.0$ ms). Moreover, when the sound was presented before or after the flash within a range of $\pm \approx 100.0$ ms, the sound attracted the temporal occurrence of the flash by approximately $5.2\%$. These findings are important because they demonstrate that not only rhythmic sequences of sounds but also a sound presented in isolation can affect temporal dimensions of visual information processing in a task in which visual space, not time or rate per se, is the relevant dimension. Furthermore, the results have implications for the interpretation of FLE itself in that they broaden the scope of enquiry.

**Implications for Temporal Ventriloquism**

There are several examples in the literature that show that sounds may affect the temporal dimension of visual events. The best-known example is that a change in the rate of an auditory
flutter can modulate the perception of a constant visual flicker (Gebhard & Mowbray, 1959; Welch et al., 1986). However, the usefulness of this example is limited in that, to the best of our knowledge, all studies demonstrating it have used stimulus sequences rather than a single sound (see also Aschersleben & Bertelson, 2003; Fendrich & Corballis, 2001; Repp & Penel, 2002). This creates a potential confound, because auditory sequences typically have rhythm in which interonset time is salient. Hence, these studies may have been investigating cross-modal frequency capture rather than phase capture per se. The present study avoided this problem by presenting a single sound with a single flash.

In addition, in many studies, participants have been asked to make direct comparisons between flicker and flutter. Such direct comparisons, however, may show simple response biases rather than changes in perception per se. In the present study, we avoided this problem of response bias by asking participants to judge visual spatial attributes rather than temporal ones. The present data therefore constitute a particularly clear example of cross-modal phase capture.

**Implications for Current Theories of the FLE**

Although the present study was not set up as a critical test to falsify one of the various interpretations of the FLE, our findings nevertheless have implications for the interpretation of the effect. One of the more prominent proposals is that the visual system is predictive, accounting for neural delays by extrapolating the trajectory of a moving stimulus into the future (Nijhawan, 1994). On this account, motion extrapolation is implemented in a low-level visual motion correction process, possibly implemented in the retinal ganglion cells (Nijhawan, 2002). Previously, it has been questioned whether this version of the motion-extrapolation model is viable as the sole mechanism underlying the FLE. Contradicting with this notion are, among others, the findings that: (a) the FLE depends on the motion velocity after the flash rather than before the flash (Brenner & Smeets, 2000; Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000), (b) retinal motion can be yoked by head and body movements (Schlag, Cai, Dorfman, Mohempour, & Schlag-Rey, 2000), and (c) an FLE can be observed in the auditory modality (Alais & Burr, 2003). Our results, like the previous ones, contradict the retinal-motion extrapolation as the sole account of the FLE because they imply that the FLE cannot rely entirely on a low-level motion-correction process. Rather, the fact that the FLE is altered by a sound suggests that the FLE is modulated, if not originated, in higher level brain regions where interactions between modalities are more common.

Yet another account of the FLE that does not incorporate the present results is that of Eagleman and Sejnowski (2000). They proposed that the position of moving objects is not determined instantaneously but, rather, averaged over some time interval: When a flash is presented, it resets motion integration of the moving object, which then causes the visual system to integrate position signals from the postflash positions of the moving object. On this account, visual awareness is postdictive, and the percept attributed to an event is entirely dependent on what happened in the ~80-ms time window following the flash. Eagleman and Sejnowski’s most important demonstration was that the FLE was completely independent of the preflash trajectory of the moving object but, rather, was entirely dependent on the movement after the flash. In seeming contradiction of this proposal, however, the present findings show that the preflash period is of importance, because a sound presented before the flash reduced the FLE. Of course, one could probably adapt the model so that a sound can reset motion integration as well, but this is something that was not incorporated in the present version.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that a sound can alter visual perception in the temporal domain. A sound sharpens and, when in temporal conflict with it, attracts the occurrence of a flash. Future studies will be needed to further unravel the mechanism by which temporal integration occurs. The relevant questions are, among others, whether temporal ventriloquism occurs in other modalities (e.g., vision–touch) and whether the effects depend on spatial proximity of the attractor.
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